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HSTC
BULLETIN 14

February 1980 Février

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO HSTC BULLETIN SUBSCRIBERS

After the next issue, the HSTC Bulletin will no longer be offered 
on a free distribution basis and will undergo considérable change 
in focus and format.

1. The next issue will be a double one (#15-16) and will complété 
volume IV.

2. HSTC #17 will be the first issue of a journal for the history 
of Canadian science, technology and medicine. Its newsletter 
function will be carried on, with regular departments and, hope- 
fully, an expanded book review section.

3. The new Bulletin will provide a forum for scholarly articles 
in either English or French, which will be peer assessed, as well 
as brief notes and brief articles concerning the field.

4. The new Bulletin, which initially will not hâve outside 
funding, will be financed through individual subscriptions. The 
Bulletin will continue to be published by HSTC Publications, a 
privately-owned firm, but on a non-profit basis.

5. Mr. Arnold Roos of Parks Canada joins us this issue as 
Associate Editor, replacing retiring co-editor Norman Bail, who 
will continue as one of our advisory editors.

Fuller details will be announced in HSTC #15-16, which will appear 
in June 1980. We believe this will be a significant step forward 
for our young field and we hope to number ali of our old readers 
amongst our new subscribers.
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